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ONLY FULL-TIME STUDENTS ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR SUBSISTENCE RAISE,
SAYS VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

CARL DUNCAN IS
ACTING HEAD OF
SCIENCE DEPT.

6150 ENROLLMENT EXPECTED IN TWO
DAYS; NORMAL SPRING QUARTER
DROP SAYS REGISTRAR WEST

in subsistence is granted to GI students who are carrying a full-time program, by Public Law 411 which amends PL 346
and PL 16, states a Veteran/administration bulletin. Under the
new law, vets will receive $15 per month if single; $105 with one
dependent; or $120 with more than one dependent.

Dr. Carl Duncan, pictured left,
assumes the job of Acting Head of
the Natural Science department
with the beginning of Spring quarter. Dr. Duncan replaces Dr. P.
Victor Peterson, who is on an extended leave of absence.
Dr. Peterson is the acting president of the newly proposed Los
Angeles State college. He has been
in the southern city for the past
year, organizing the new college.
Dr. Duncan, a Stanford graduate, has been with the Natural
Science department for 26 years,
coming to San Jose in 1922. His
appointment was made known at
the end of last quarter. He is a
professor of entomology and botany.

An expected enrollment of more than 6150 is predicted by
Registrar Joe H. West for Spring quarter. This is a drop of 240
from last quarter, but is 649 over Spring quarter registration last year.
About 400 new students and transfers are expected to register
today and tomorrow. "This drop in enrollment is a normal drop," says

A raise

All this applies only to those
vets carrying a full academic load.
Part-time students’ subsistence
will be computed at the rate set
forth in PL 346 and 16, says Miss
Josephine Roose, of the campus
Veterans office.
It a veteran is registered as a
full-time student, and has no dependents, or if he has only one dependent for which he is currently
receiving subsistence allowance,
no action on his part will be necessary, since the VA will automatically adjust the subsistence.
Checks showing the raise should
be received by the veteran on or
about May 1, according to the VA
bulletin.
Veterans desiring to claim an
additional dependent, including
those acquired after April 1,
should present satisfactory evidence of such dependence to Miss
(Continued on page 8)

SPARTANS PLACE
IN WRESTLING
Spartans Fred Albright, Pat Felice, Bryce Wheeler, Sam Lawson,
Ralph Payne, and Phil Bray captured second and third places in
the 15th district Olympic Trials
held last weekend in the local
gym.
Teamtitle was annexed by the
San Francisco Olympic Club with
38 points. San Jose State was edged by University of California
who had 22 to the host team’s 21.
Albright,
13.6pourid
captain,
and Felice, 174 pounds, earned the
honor to compete in the national
Olympic championships at Ames,
Iowa. Both were runners-up in
their respective divisions.
Lawson battled two 15 minute
bouts with the winner and next
best man in his weight. He proved
too tough to throw for his burly
opponents, Jones of Stanford and
Clithero of UCLA.
Winners of the first three places received certificates from the
announcer, Dr. Ferrari. During
the intermission Mel Bruno and
U.S. Judo titlist M. Kimura exhibited the throws and purpose of
the Japanese sport. Dr. Bruno instructed the fans on the exhibition.
Results of the final bouts:
174 lbs.Macias (SFY), Christiansen (Cal), Wheeler (SJS).
125 lbs.Klmura (SFS), Warner (SDHS), Wong (UCLA).
136 lbs.Staniford (OC),
Albright (SJS), Payne (SJS).
147 lbs.Jones
(S), Clithero
(UCLA), Lawson (SJS).
160 lbs.Northrup (OC),
Felice (SJS), Lovell (UCLA).
174 lbs.Bunge
(Cal),
Holt
(OC), Cadena (SJHS).
191 lbs.Mumby (Cal), Heinze
(OC), Quayle (OC).
HeavyNewbauer (OC), Poulos- (OC), Bray (SJS).
Team scores: S.F.O.C., 38; Cal.,
22; SJS, 21; UCLA, 13; SFS, 10;
Stanford, 9; SFY, 7; SDHS, 3;
Seq. H.S., 2; SDJC, 1.

DR. CARL DUNCAN

LA TORRE DISPLAYS COLOR PAGES
IN GYM DURING REGISTRATION
"Two of eight beautiful colored
pictures to be used in the 1948
La Torre will be on display today
and tomorrow in the men’s gym,"
announced Bob Rexroad, publicity
director. "This display will give
students a chance to see the colored pictures that will be used
as section dividers in the yearbook," continued Rexroad.
"Mr. George Stone, of the Photography department, has caught
the beauty of eight landmarks at
San Jose State college," he said.
The pictures measure 9 by 12
inches and wil be the first colored
pictures to be used in any yearbook at this college. The two pictures on display will be the Tow-

er and the Student Union.
The remaining six La Torre pictures will include photographs of
the Men’s gymnasium and the Inner Quad, the Home Economics
building tower, the Library and
Library arch, and the Speech and
Drama arch.
La Torres may be purchased
today and tomorrow in the Men’s
gym and the Business office. The
yearbook may also be purchased
in the La Torre office, barracks
95 between 1:30 and 4:30 p.m.
Rexroad emphasized that students
intending to buy their annuals
should do so immediately. "There
are less than 900 La Torres remaining," he warned.

OFF THE WIRE
JERUSALEMBritish troops stood by in observation of a miniature war, while Arabs attacked a 60-car caravan Saturday. At last
report a group of 70 Jews were holding off the attacking Arabs. It
was revealed that Jewish planes were attacking the Arabs concentrated around the vehicles.
WASHINGTONBoth Harold E. Stassen and General Douglas
MacArthur withdrew from the California primary, Saturday. This
leaves Gov. Earl Warren unopposed for the Republican presidential
nomination from California. Stassen has asked his Volunteer organization in the state to support Varren and, "to work toward second
choice support if and when that situation develops in the convention."
SAN FRANCISCO- An unidentified submarine, spotted by crewmen of a Pan- America4Clipper,, still remained a mystery yesterday.
Although Navy search planes combed the area in which the submarine
was sighted,’ no trace has been found of it.
SACRAMENTOGov. Earl Warren is faced with the necessity
of having to trim some $29, 831,852 from the State budget, after the
California Legislature approved an expenditure program of $393,608,TMs watt the -first budget-session in the history-of the -state Legislature.

CO-OP OPEN TODAY
Spartan FountahtwRI be apes
from 8 this morning until 4 this
afternoon, announces Mae Mary
Simon, manager. The same
&de will prevail for tomorrow.
The rest of the week the
Fountain will be open from 7
a.m. until 4 p.m. On April 5, the
regular hours from 7 a.m. to
6:30 p.m. will go into effect.

SACRAMENT-43ndttestrestr.errLthis- -country’s- -shortcomings
compared with Vlore- of Russin-;-: leaves the--"building=rdnerica"--tett.
books still unfit for California schools, contends the Senate Education
committee. The books were to have been introduced in seventh and
eighth grade class rooms last fall, but the 1947 legislature didn’t vote
money to buy them.

CHICAGOThe Ohio river Is threatening to bring extensive
floods in the wake of storms in the midwest and south that left 27
(lead and scores of injured In four states. Storms, which included tor- CAYOCA OUT
Kenny Cayocca, 136-pound Panadoes, pounded most of the continent as Easter neared. Snow storms
cific Coast Intercollegiate boxwere following in the wake of the twisters.
ing champ, has been forced out of
,TRIESTERefugees from the Yugoslav zone of the first terri- the National Intercollegiate boxtory reported Saturday that the Yugoslays had moved some 2,000 ing championships at Madison,
or more fresh troops into their zone. Reports are that the troops are Wisconsin, by attacks of insomnia,
being stationed near the frontier between the Yugoslav and British - reveals Coach DeWitt Portal.
American zones. There was no comment from British -American mili- Doctors advised Kenny not to
tary officials.
compete.
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REG DANCE TO BE
HELD TONIGHT
Traditional quarterly Registration Dance will be held in the Palomar Ballroom from 8 to 12 this
evening, announces Harry Plett,
Social Affairs committee chairman. Admission is by Student
Body card.
This dance usually opens the
social "swing" for each quarter
and is attended by both old and
new students. It is a "get acquainted" dance.
No Information was available as
to what orchestra will be playing
or who the patrons and patronesses will be.

VACCINATIONS
The Health department will
offer smallpox vaccinations to
registered students holding Student Body cards on Tuesday,
April 6, announce* Miss Margaret Twombly, Health department
head.
Students are asked to make
appointments in the Health offic.e, room 31, no later than
Monday, April 5.

Mr. West. "Every fall there is a
large enrollment, which decreases
as the quarters go by. The new
students aren’t enough to make
up for those who have graduaated
and dropped out for one reason
and another.,. Of course the nevi
Fall quarter registration is bigger
than ever."
In an appeal to students to help
speed registration line, Mr. West
urges quick completion of booklets to reduce congestion in the
gyms. He also encourages cooperation from students in alleviating
crowded conditions by signing up
for one early or late class.
Once again both gymnasiums
wilLbe utilized for registration. In
the Women’s gym will be registration for Art, Commerce, Home Economics, Health and Hygiene, Industrial Arts, Journalism, Library,
Military Science, Music, Nursing
Education, Occupational Therapy,
Police, Psychology, Speech, and
Women’s Physical Education.
Sign-up in other departments.
final check, and booklet "turn -in
will be hel din the Men’s gym.

ATTENTION GIRLS!
There are a number of vacancies in approved houses. Any
girl interested, please see Mrs.
Pritchard in Dean of Women’s
office.

SCHEDULE CHANGES ANNOUNCED
FROM REGISTRAR’S OFFICE
The following list of changes in 3:30
Bot. 120 Plant Pathology (Lab.)
the Schedule of Classes has been
(3:30-5:20) TTh S228 & Field
released by Registrar Joe H. West.
Pisano.
COMMERCE
There is a prerequisite of Botany 2A, 2B, & 2C, for Biol. 120.
9:30
Com. 186 Sales MgtRoom Anyone desiring any additional information about this course should
changed to 116.
see Mr. Pisano or Dr. Duncan.
1:30
Room
Econ. 132 Prin. of Invest
Change of Instructors:
changed to 24.
2:30
Photo. 1 El. Photography (Lab.)
ENGLISH
(2:30-5:20) MW S3 Lane.
10:30
Photo. 1 El. Photography (Lab.)
Engl. 56C Survey of Engl. Lit.
)2:30-5:20) TTh S3 Stone.
MWF B25 Orem (3) dropped.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
11:30
Engl. 54 should read Engl. 154. 11:30
Hist. 162C. Hilt, of California1:30
Room changed to 17.
Engl. 2C Comp MWF H34 HenSPEECH
derson (2) should be TTh.
Engl. 120C Develop. of Drama 11:30
room changed to B13.
Sp. 141 should read -Sp. 142.
4:30
1:30
Engl. 143 should read Engl. 142.
Course to be added: Sp. 156.
Parliamentary
Law
T B14
HOME ECONOMICS
Luick (1/2).
12:30
2:30
Both
urat1"0-1*--&01317e11: Br-I56.
es moved from the 12:30 to the
Parliamentary
Law
T
B7
1:30 hour.
_Ida)
PiATUILVVBCIENCE
Courses to be dropped:
7:30
Native Calif. Plants
Rot. 22
(Lab.) (7:30-9:20) MW S236 &
Field Pisano.
7:10-10:00-Photo. 1 El. Photography (Lab.)
TTh S3 Lane.
Courses to be added.
11:30
Photo. 1 El. Photography (Lab.)
(11:30-2:20) MW S3 Lane
8 010
Bot. 120 Plant Pathology (Lee.)
MW S236 Pisano (4).

Sp.

-

--

152. Group DiscussionRoom changed to B4.

PLAYERS GIVE
BARN DANCE
The San Jose Players will give
, their first annual barn dance, the
"11ayfever Hop," at Naperdack
Hall on April 16, according to an
announcement by Bob Barmettler,
chairman of the affair.
’ Bids will go on sale for $1.50 in
’ the Library on Registration Day.
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FRY-DOOLEY

STOCK MARKET AND BROYLES
GIVE DAILY TRADITION FLAVOR

Back in -1929 there were two
1.tomentous-occuranees. In the 19
years since, they have combined
o ghe San Jose State, and the
!’iiartait Daily in particular, a flavor ot tradition that no student
can long ignore.
One of these events happened in
Wall street, New York city. The
stock inarket crashed.
The other happened right here
Published every school day by the Associated Students of San Jose State College
in Washington Square. Owen M.
at the Press of Globe Printing Co. Entered as second class matter at the San Jose
Broyles came to teach economics
Post Office.
and political science.
Since that time, Mr. Broyles has
DAY EDITORPHIL ROBERTSON
gained the uncontested distinction
of being the foremost contributor
to the Daily’s vox pop column,
Thrust and Parry. And he attributes it all to the 1929 crash. But
more about that later.
A hard academic year is heading into its third and final phase
No freshman attends San Jose
today. Already there has been more student hours spent in the
State more than a few weeks
without knowing about Mr. BroylLibrary, and in burning the midnight oil, than any previous time.
es. For this faculty man seldom
Welcome to all you JO and new students who are reporting for---Rictured above are recently goes a single quarter without enmarried Richard and Bea (Dooley) gaging in one or more battles of
this final battle of the grades.
Fry. Both graduates of San Jose the pen, through the medium yf
More distraction!. in the form of campus activities and lure of State college Journalism depart- ithe Daily’s contributors’ column
And when Broyles goes to war,
the beach will hamper good intentions for bettering grade point ment, they will make- their home
in Olympia. Washington, where the whole school seemingly takes
staffers
will
Daily
lure
Spartan
averages. These same- attractions
Dick is manager of the United sides. Letters pour into Thrust
away from waiting typewriters during Spring afternoons, but as in Press bureau.
and Parry by the dozen. The issue
the past, we will endeavor to give our subscribers what they want
Dick was editor-in -chief of the at hand, whatever it may be, is
cokes
Spartan Daily during Spring quar- batted back and forth over
to read in a readable form.
even reported
ter, 1947, while Bea was associ- at the Coop. It was
once that a group of fraternity
Under the very capable leadership of Jack Silvey and Hugh ate editor last quarter.
boys had stopped discussing womWilson, the Daily, has made progress this year in giving the campus
They were married in Santa en in the hearof a Broyles controa newspaper of which it can be proud. More space is available now Clara Community church," M arch versy
Last quarter, Broyles’ subject
to editorial writers than in the past, and a more experienced staff 20. Mrs. Lewis Stuckey, the
bride’s sister acting as her was religion and as Daily readers
is utilizing that space to better advantage.
honor attendant. Bridesmaids know, -the pro and con letters were
First objective of the Spartan Daily is to serve as a laboratory were Misses Myrtle Miley, of Bos- in the public prints for weeks. But
ton, arid Kathie Yates, of Seattle. we’re not going to go into any parfor journalism sudents to train them in practical newspaper working Darlene Dooley, also a sister of ticular issue here.
In past quarters, the Broyles
conditions. We will continue to emphasize this objective. It is our the bride, was flower girl, and
debates have cwitered on economthat, with acknowledged limitations, we can give all Billy Haver was ring-bearer.

SPRING WELCOME

sincere hope
newsiriorihy-eilints

adequate coverage.

It is natural to suppose that we will make mistakes in this coming
quarter, but the Daily staff will endeavor to keep such mistakes to
an absolute minimum. As is a journalist’s heritage, admittedly too
seldom lived up to, we will tolerate no transgressions of actual fact
on the part of either the Spartan Daily staff or the Student Body.

Looking forward to close cooperation from the Student Body and
members of the faculty, the Spartan Daily staff welcomes you back
to Washington Square. It is going to be a hard quarter, but don’t
let your education interfere with your enjoyment of Spring too much.

BASKETBALL GREATS

ics, politics, the war, and nearly
every topic of common controve,sy. He launches each battle, usuL.ly, in a single letter. lie Thrust,;
hard, and half the student bud!,
Parries. The battle is on.,
Once,, for instance, he at (eel ed
the old motto of the Daily itself
"The Noblest Motive--The Public Good." He asserted it leaned
toward fascism.
The most famous Broyles exploit, it happens, didn’t start in
Thrust and Parry, but it got kicked around plenty there later. in
December, 1942, Broyles put on a
fake radio broadcast in One of the
social science department classe,,
using certain students of (hi’
speech department.
The program, piped into the
room on a loudspeaker, said the
war was over. Girls cried; fellows
tore up their draft cards. The letdown was terrific, and angry students said so (and more) in plain
words. Thrust and Parry reverberated the incident for weeks.
The similarity of the Broyles
broadcast to Orson Welles classic
"Men from Mars" hoax resulted
in the epithet "Orson" Broyles-.
a nickname which still sticks in
some quarters.
How did the 1929 crash have
anything to do with all this?
"I started writing to the paper
during the depression," Broyles
explains. "At that time, the paper
had the curse of student columnists trying to explain the economy,
and the situation grew serious.
They all thought the New Deal
would solve everything. I realized
that light, not heat, was needed,
and I began to write in. I’ve been
doing It ever since."

THRUST AND PARRY
Editor’s Note:
Thrust and Parry letters will be
limited to 250 words each. Letters
exceeding this length will be edited and cut to fit this requirement.
Each Thrust and Parry must be
signed by name and Student Body
card number. Names will he withheld upon request.

Save The Chapel
Dear Thrust and Parry:

A great showing was made by our basketball team in Kansas
City during the NAIB tournament. Already bids have come to Coach
Walt McPherson to compete with several mid -western colleges. That
one journey did more good for basketball athletic relations than anything yet accomplished by the college.

Mr. Broyles gives piquancy to
this column. His recent comment
elicited more response than a stick
thrust into an anthill. I suspect
that he takes a secret delight in
thus prodding us into thoughtful
analysis of our beliefs. No doubt
Any effort to single out anyone for individual honors on our he hopes that a few of us will disthe difference between
1948 team would be useless. Stu Inman looked swell when he broke cover
knowledge and prejudice. Knowthe individual scoring record for the Spartans, and Bob Wuesthoff ing him, I feel sure that he has
led the nation for a while in sinking a high percentage of free throws. no intent to ridicule any sincere
beliefe, no matter how mistaken
Chuck Hughes did some wonderful ball -handling which placed him he might think that belief to be.
on the all-CCAA team for the second year in succession.
Let others carry on this interdebate. My only objective
esting
But it wasn’t a team of individual stars which brought honor to
is to rescue our Memorial Chapel
the Spartans, ii was a well co-ordinated team which included from the controversy. Granted
every man on the reserves. Bob Hagen and Ralph Romero broke that sectarian doctrine has no
in the classroom and that
the ice in nearly every game. Ron Stanley, Kerlin Morgan, John place
the college cannot assist any ecKane, Swift Wunker, Lowell Whitaker, Jim Cruze, Junior Morgan, clesiastical institution, it does not
Art Allen, Bob Enzensperger, and Hall Marks were all instrumental in follow that the separation of
Church and State makes a Memaking a championship team.
morial Chapel impossible or even
Coach McPherson did a good job of welding these men into undesirable. On the contrary, the
for those fundamental vala well integrated working unit. The 1948 basketball team has entered stand
ues which are essential to Amerithe realm of being one of Sparta’s all-time great teams. Congratu- can democracy and the American
way of life.
lations on a great season.
Our Memorial Chapel will be
no church. Nor is it designed as
an extension of any ecclesiastical
organization or cofribination thereof. Rather, it will stand in the
heart of the campus as a constant
By BEE KAYreminder of-the-truth that man
does not live by bread alone, that
Chocolates__.were passed_recently during dinner- at Pratt Hall there are spiritual values worth
11YPIII-"r
announcing the betrothal of-Lorraine Hoar, sephemoro_Xammeree
Sincerely yours,
major, to Ralph Struckman, _ Business Administration mijor.
Paul M. Pitnman,
The couple plan to be married1h August.
De.
an of Me
le
- 0-Joan Carmichael, of Palo Alto, recently announced her intention
to wed Bill Mason, of Mountain View.
The bride-to-be is a sophomore in the French department; her Dear Trust and Parry and
Mr. Owen M. Broyles:
fiance, also a sophomore, is a pre-legal major.
No date has been set for the wedding.
Allow me to congratulate you
on your recent letter. It reflects a
--0
bit of thought most of which is
March 21 was wedding date of Mildred Ostrow and Henry wrong,
think. - - Shernock, both from San Francisco.
As far as I have been able to
The future bridegroom is a junior Industrial Arts major; the find out, all religions are based on
bride-elect is employed in San Francisco.
Faithin one’s God(s), in one’s
fellow men, and in oneself; Love
The couple will reside in San Jose.

HAVE YOU HEARD

More Broyles

for one’s God(s), and for one’s
fellow men; and Charityfor all
Would you say that
mankind.
these basic teachings are all wet?
Your idea regarding a college
chapel is erroneous, in my estimation. For many of the students
who come; to our college have a
definite need for religious stimulation, even as they have a definite need for food.
I think that, as long as there
are no restrictions or priorities
regarding the chapel, it will be a
very worthwhile institution on
campus.
I still maintain that our problem centers not on the religions,
but rather on the individuals who
misuse their religions for personal
gains, and that any religion which
advocates and practices brotherly
love and co-operation definitely
has a place in our society.
Max N. Burchard.
ASB No. 5986.

or peace. It is not something for
children or ignorant people to play
with. Good or bad it is here to
stay. The substitute you mention
will be but another religion just
as Communism is not a substitute
but a religion in itself.
B. Wayne Jaquith.

Book Exchange
Dear Thrust and Parry and Associated Student Body Members:
With the beginning of the new
quarter comes the necessity of
buying and selling text books. The
more economically this can be accomplished, the easier it will be,
from a financial standpoint, to
complete the school year.

It is for this reason that the
Stundent Book Exchange exists
In order that more students may
benefit from this service at a minimum of effort, I should like to
take this opportunity to explain
the workings of this project.
The Student Book Exchange
buys and sells books at a saving
Dear Thrust and Parry and
to students, by eliminating the
Mr. Owen M. Broyles:
middle-man. Students may buy
I agree with you that religion used text books for two-thirds of
In general and organized religion their original price.
In particular are not answers to
Students may sell used text
the crises of our time. It has not books
in the following manner:
functioned well within our gener1.
Bring
in books. 2. Fill out
ation to be sure, but I would not
say that it does not seem to get card and keep stub. 3. Leave texts
with the Exchange to be sold. 4.
better.
Out side the church the individ- Return stub to receive two-thirds
ual can be brought up to be true of original price, minus a 10-cent
to the ideals of good, truth, and service charge. If book Is not sold
beauty, and he can be trained to in an allotted time, it will be rereason within the shadow of Chris- turned upon presentation of stub.
tianity in the western world.
5. Books not claimed by end of
Those who brought up the indi- Exchange will be sold for highest
vidual were inheriters of Chris- price available,Iind all money will
tian ethics and morals.
be held for students for not more
There are "rights of man" apart than 30 days.
from the gthics of religious faiths..
strictly* non.proftt serbut all are directly or indirectly vice project, and
all money rebased upon religious faiths. I alized over actual operating exMIS liWZ
lienses’is tVried over to a service
-separated from the state.
-fund to be used for campus and
I would not say that religion Is community service
projects.
swallowing up science, but rather
Ray Sommer, chairman,
that religion and science are comStudent Book Exchange.
ing together. To be sure an overASB 3309.
emphasis on religious doctrines at
one time impeded the progress of
science. If the idea of the right of
each individual to interpret the
Bible is held foremost, western
Veterans have Until July 31 to
man need not fear progress being reinstate lapsed life insurance polImpeded. Rather it is science that icies without physical examinais running away with man now, tions if they certify that their
not religion.
health is as good as when the poliReligion is a disngerous thing cies lapsed, according to a San
just as the atomic bomb is, Both Francisco release. They need pay
can be used for good or evil, war only two monthly premiums.

Religion Stays

JULY 31 DEADLINE

INlorebo,
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NSA SEVERS RELATIONS WITH 1US
OVER CZECH GOVERNMENT CHANGE

CLOSING DATES FOR CIVIL SERVICE
’EXAM APPLICATIONS LISTED

JUST AMONG
OURSELVES

Closing dates for the acceptance of applications for several
civil service examination F in May were announced by the State PerThe U.S. National Students Association has terminated all relaWhat a year! It started only
sonnel board recently as follows:
tions formerly existing with the International Union of Students, .the
yesterday, and now it’s almost ov6: Assistant Health Education Consultant, $281 (starting er. (Yes, it is. You’ll
April
be surprised,
regional office in Berkeley announced recently.
Supervising Nutritionist, $376; and Paver Foreman, s$255. come June 18.)
salary);
San Jose State college has been investigating the possibilities
April 8: Associate Bridge EnSome disquieting situations, of
of affiliating with NSA for the past year and a half. Delegates have
gineer,

It’

11

c

ci
fl

been sent to all regional and national conventions together information about the organization.
The issue comes up before the
Student Council in May.
NSA-IUS relations were severed
when the national staff committee
of the American organization of
university and college student bodies formally accepted resignations of interum representatives
to IUS. These resignations were
prompted by refusal upon the part
of IUS to condemn action of the
present Czechoslovakian government for its treatment of students.
On February 25, at least one
student was reported killed and
several wounded when police fired
upon a procession of 1,500 students marching to ask President
Benes not to install the new Czech
government.
NSA-IUS affiliation had been
proposed by the American organization as a non-political, non-partisan attachment as a means of
creating better cultural relations
with students in -the United Staes
and students abroad.
Several specific reservations to
the affiliation were to be asked by
the NSA (itself a non-partisan,
non-political, non-sectarian organization).

PHILOSOPHERS
HOLD ELECTION
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Electionspf officers was held by
the Philosophy club recently, announces Jim Kormier, secretary.
Donna Dever was elected to the
office of r. Socrates (president);
Rose Chapin took over as Hylas
(vice-president); and Korrnier assumed the office of Porphyry.
A paper on "The Philosophy of
Bergson" was read by Bill Knight.
outgoing Socrates, after the business meeting had been concluded.

Lion Looks For
Accomplices
George Bernard Shaw’s whimsical play, Androcles and The
Lion," is scheduled for this (warier. April 29 to May 4, announces
the Drama department.
The "Lion" is reported to be
prowling the college halls, already
--on the watch for accomplices in
his adventure. Any Student Body
card holder who is ready and will lac to share the stage with a nom
tray a’ppear for tryouts in the
Little Theater at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday, says T. J. Balgooyen of
the Drama department.

Library Tours
Begin Today

4i;an
ay

Designed for teachers of history,
students and others interested in
historical study, an Institute on
History will be held on the Los
Angeles campus of the University
By BOB BODEN
of California April 5, 12 and 19,
Freedom Train, which was in and May 1, states a recent press
San Jose recently, had the May- release.
flower Compact among its docuSponsored by the University’s
ments and exhibits.
departments of Institutes and ReThe compact is the tenth oldest lations with Schools, the History
document in American history as department and the Committee on
-listed in "Documents of American Drama, Lectures and Music, the
History" by Henry S. Commager. Institute will present distinguished California scholars as speakers.
It was signed in 1620.
The three April sessions will be
PURPOSE
held in the University’s Chemistry
Its purpose,- according to Wil- building from 7:30 to 10:00 p.m.
liam Bradford, leader of the Pil- May 1, morning, noon and aftergrims, was to hold in check the noon sessions will be held in the
restless spirits on board the May- Education building and Kerchhoff
flower who threatened to strike
out for themselves when the leadInformation is available through
ers decided to land in New Eng- University of California Extension
land instead of Virginia.
office, Los Angeles 24.
Some of the people recruited in
London were "an undesirable lot."
Bradford states that they boasted
they were not under the jurisdiction of the Virginia company and
"..would use their owne libertie."
_La an attempt to establish _some_ -- -Six- members -of -San--Jose--State
form of government the leaders college chapter of Sigma Alpha
drew up the famous document.
Epsilon, national social fraternity,
returned during vacation from a
THIRD OLDEST
convention held at the University
It is the third oldest document of Southern California.
on the Freedom Train, and this
Chapters from California, Nevacopy is the text as published in
John Mourt’s "Relation" of 1662, da, and Arizona met at USC on
the first account printed in Eng- March 19 weekend. The delegation
gland of the voyage of the Pil- from San Jose, headed by John
grims. It is on loan from the Lib- Peterson, included Bob Cronemiller, Chuck Murphy, Jack Fowler,
rary of Congress.
Dick Lowell, and Chuck Pettis.
The compact was not intended
as a constitution, but was an extension of the customary church
covenant to civil circumstances,
rhough having no legal status until a patent could be ob,tained from
the Council for New England, the
compact had the strength of common consent.

SAE ATTENDS
CONVENTION

FIRST AGREEMENT
This document was, the first
written agreement made by American colonists providing for "government of the people and by the
iieople." It remains a priceless
Icritage. Its significance lies in its
iinilarity to later ideas of dem.wratic government in America.
Familiar names attached to the
compact include John Alden, Miles
Standish, William Brewster and
John Carver.
More than a hundred other documents with an equally glowing
if story grace the viewing compartments of the red, white and
blue train. Never before have so
many hakls chance to see so much
of America nhistory.

STATE RULES
ON ACADEMY

$395;
Recruitment and
Veterans Personnel Representative, $376; and Weighing Equipment Technician, $325.

April 10: Liquor Control Officer,
$255; Assistant Soil Technologist,
325; Vertical and Hi-Speed Pressman, prevailing rate; Cylinder
Pressman, prevailing rate; and
Calculating Malian Operator,
$180.

course, internationally, and lots of
frantic politics, nationally, but one
of the qualities of the educated
person is that he adjusts to the
situationrolls with the punch,
as it were.

Certainly the old college has
adjusted to a terrific overload.
Tin huts and wooden shacks, but
we’ll probably do
just
about
as
well
as Timothy
April 13: Supervisor of VocaHopkins and
tional Instruction (open to men
James
Garfield
only), $310; Supervisor of Prison
on their famous
Education, $376; Institution Food
log.
Administrator, Grade 1, $268; and
Actually It
Institution Food Administrator,
doesn’t
make
Grade 2, $310.
much difference
April 15: Supervisor of Califorwhat college you
.nia High School Cadet Corps $395.
attend. If you’re
April 17: Key Punch Operator,
good stuff, you’ll
Grade 1, $160; Junior Transportalearn anyway. . .
tion Engineer, $268; Intermediate
Not all of the
Office Appliance Operator, $180;
f &mous people
and Women’s Parole Officer (open come from the small schools.
to women only), $268.
There’s no formula for greatness.
We had a few bad records last
April 19: Intermediate ’Legal ,
quarterseveral people riding the
Stenographer, $190.
boat, no ambition, and no effort.
All applicants must be United I don’t
like to push anybody
States citizens. Applications must around. Dr. Jordnn
used to say,
be filed with tho board’s office "Why should
I bother anyone who
in Sacramento, San ’Francisco, or doesn’t
want to learn?"
Los Angeles before these dates.
Assallndelltp

SAE Wins_hifer-Frat
Basketball Tourney
SAE defeated the DTO basketball team to win the Inter-frat
basketball championship, The SAE
team, sparked by Ed Everett, captain, earlier in the afternoon defeated Tri Gamma.
This is the second inter-fraternity league championship won by
SAE this year, the first being in
football.

1Fashum

Cleaners

(Al th Campus Colony Dross Shop)

For fast, expert work
and courteous service
bring us your cleaning
and dyeing.
277 E. San Fernando St. Bal. 329$-W i
disuomonsan

Do you have a good
speaking voice?

Settlers of Plymouth never were
Ible to secure a charter, and the
?Iayflow er Compact remained the
only form of constitution of the
olony.

Tours of the Library will be
sponsored by /he Bibliophiles, an
o -ganization of Library majors,
beginning today, according to Miss
Lois Higgs, president.
The first tour will begin at 2 p.
m. Interested students may meet
in front of the Science reading
room in the main library. Tomorrow tours will be held at 10:30
a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
The tours are for the purpose
SACRAMENTO (UP)
The
of acquainting new students with
state attorney geneeal’s office ruA..._
feellities -of Abe LibrAry, Miss ed recently That the r7liTorilia
Iliggs said.
Maritime Academy at Vallejo. may
_courses ..by_tor,
respondence to non-resident_students.
lhe nitng hatr been ashen )3yRoy E. Simpson, state superintenCarroll Bryant, national direct- dent of public instruction. Deputy
or of water safety of the Ameri- Attorney General T.‘ A. Westphal,
can Red Cross, will speak on the Jr., pointed out the law requires
new aspects of water safety all students at the academy to be
Thursday evening, at 8 in the resident 4 either of the academy
Men’s gym. A detnonatration in or on one of its ships. He said new
legislation would be required to
the pool will follow the speech.
Bryant is one of the leading au- permit correspondence courses.
thorities on Water work and has
WANTED: Ride to and from
written the texts used by the Red
Cross on water safety.
Redwood City daily. Call Emerson,
The meeting is open to all inter- j 8-0117 or leave note in "W" box
e,4sted.
lin Co-op.

a
tWecfor
To -Speak Here

to
KAno-

UCLA Will Hold
Mayflower Compact History Institute
Included In
American Heritage

ti

CORONET can train you
for a career in Radio...
There are unlimited opportunities for trained young men and women in
Radio Broadcasting. If you have average talent, a good speaking voice,
and would like to make Radio your career, call Coronet’s School of Radio
Arts and make your appointment for your audition. Here you will receive
a frank appraisal of your voice and potential ability. If you can qualify as
a student you will receive instruction in every phase of radio under typical
broadcasting conditions. Your instructors will be a panel of the West’s most
outstanding professional radio artists. By the end of your course of instructions you will be thoroughly trained, experienced and ready to accept
employment in this high-paying, interesting profession.
SUBJECTS
Speech
Voice
Didion
.,
Drenoties end Adios

Newscasting
Anseencing

Conttnelly
Sanction
Writing Pesductioo
Radio Station Oporation
Accents and Dialects
Agency Radio Departments
Ad Libbing
Dreadceetimsdiesse
Terntolsirt Opessfies-Record Cueing
audio Tradaattialsatioes
Microphones and their ese____Audirioning
Tel Ware Avery, Executive Director
Richard tilers
Edwin MacDonald
Ilivdlos in Oakland, oppodta Roxl Thoatta Sulldlne

Plan
Payment
Easy
SWOOPS
Plan Is
Payment
stuEasy
college
Specie%
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enrollment
available
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dents. Pfoot or college
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any 1.111.0101:Ity
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29.1948 COTILLION DANCE OAKLAND TRIBUNE COLUMNIST
TO BE HELD ON ’GIVES MacQUARRIE PURITY CODE
PHYSICAL THERAPY DEPARTMENT
FRIDAY, APRIL 9 STATEMENT A RIPPLE IN PAPER
GROWS AND MOVES AS SPARTANS
GET BANGED UP ON WEEKENDS
4
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Alpha Omicron Pi, national
sorority, Is sponsoring a Cotillton
dance Friday, April 9, in the Empire room of the Sainte Claire
By ROBERT W. GARGIULO
hotel, It was announced yesterday.
Each Monday morning following good skiing conditions in the The dance will feature waltzes,
schottishes, fox trots, and polkas.
mountains, a certain number of careless or unfortunate individuals
Assisting Almie Heap, chairfind themselves hobbling to the college Physical Therapy department man of the dance, will be Grace
for treatment of their strained and aching joints. How did this sprain Rowan, bids; Pat- Anthony and
Jane Brady, decorations; Nora
and pain clinic start? Back in 1931 a small room upstairs in the McCue, patrons; and Barbara
Women’s gym was taken over by
Heffner and Betty True, publicity.
the new Physic Therapy departIt will be a semi-formal affair.
The first equipment consistPaul Putnam and his orchestra
ed of an ultra violet lamp, an inwill play from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.
fra-red lamp, and a long wave diaRids will be 62.40.
thermy machine.
"The Cotillion promises to be
something more .than any ordiMOVING
Hugh Wilson, Autumn quarter nary dance," says Miss Heap.
Three years later, in 1934, the editor of the Spartan Daily, went
health office moved to the south to work last week for the United
wing of the administration build- Press in its San Francisco office
ing, and the infant department as a reporter.
had a larger room where Miss
Wilson, who was graduated at
Margaret Twombly’s office and
the en0 of the Winter quarter,
the laboratory are now located. In
was a journalism major registered
1938 it moved to its present locaMoney, CARE, packages, and
from Yreka, Calif. He is the third
tion in room 37.
Spartan Daily editor in a year to clothing is being collected by stuThree members of the American be employed by the United Press. dents at the University of Hawaii
Physical Therapy association have Walt Cranor, editor Winter quar- In connection with the World Stubeen in charge at various times ter, 1947,, is a UP reporter in dent Fund drive, states a letter
since those early days. Miss Cath- Fresno.
Richard
Fry,
editor from George Lurn, chairman of
erine Wallace, the present head, Spring quarter, 1947, is head- of the Hawaiian drive.
The letter. received by G. Hall
was in charge from 1932-42. She the United Press capitol bureau
Landry, chairman if the local
entered the army in 1942 and rose in Olympia, Wash.
WSSF drive, also enclosed a copy
to the rank of captain attached to
Both Fry and Cranor are mar- of the U. of Hawaii’s paper. It
the Medical corps.
ried to former Spartan Daily was revealed in news articles that
While she was assigned to the staffers, and Mrs. Cranor, the fordirect aid to Japanese students
Physical Therapy department at mer Willie Wilcox, was a Daily
was
furnished by the university
Miss Wallace editor in 1946. Fry- married Miss
Dibble hospital,
upon a request from Doshisha unigained invaluable experience with Beatrice Dooley, Daily associate
versity.
her work on (wounded veterans. editor last quarter, during the
Money to establish scholarships
She returned to the college in 1947. Spring vacation.
for Japanese students whose par-

HUGH WILSON
JOINS U P STAFF

HAWAII UNIVERSITY
OFFERS WSSF AID

RESTRICTIONS
Only patients who have been examined by a medical doctor who
preseffbes physical therapy treatment are admitted to the department

Spartans Advance
In C of C Jobs

Lloyd "Sandy" Weber, senior
Throughout the school.year all
types of cases are treated. Soft Commerce major, became the retissue injuries such as sprains, search director for the San Jose
strains, and contusions to the an- Chamber of Commerce last week,
kles, back, knees, and shoulders and Kenneth L. Stephens, journalare most common. Respiratory ism graduate of June ’46, was
conditions rank next. Then come promoted to publicity director.
skin conditions, bad posture, a few , Stephens joined the Chamber of
fractures, arthritis, and other scat-’ Commerce staff as research ditered cases, such as post operative rector shortly after leaving San
polio and hemiplegia, in which one Jose State.
half of the body is paralyzed.
Commenting on his new job,
Men outnumber the women two Weber said, "There’s a swell
staff
and one-half to one, and Miss here, and they are very cooperWallace handle. 28 patients and ative. I started work last Tues39 treatments a day.
day, and I like the job very
much."
EQUIPMENT
The commerce student came to
The equipmen: n "d in this pain
relieving clinic is as follows: one State college from Kent State colultra -violet lamp iartificial sun- lege in Ohio. Weber was in the
shine), used mainly for skin con- U. S. Army Air corps during the
ditions; three short4N awe diather- war. He is corresponding secremy machines, us( --1 where pene- tary of APO this year, and vicetrating heat is required; two infra- president of Eta Nu Phi, the nared lamps, for less penetrating tional merchandising fraternity
heat ; one whi r i poi :I, forcefully on campus.
moving hot water for heat and
Stephens, a former advertising
light massage effect; weights for manager on the Spartan Daily,
heavy resistance exercise; and sev- was president of APO in 1946.
eral posture mirrors. Very little
massage is used but a great deal
of exercise.
The department Is run with
clock-like efficiency. It might be
that Miss Wallace is responsible
Unless veterans attending colfor many students’ decision to give
leges and universities under the
that ski slope one more try.
GI Bill notify the Veterans Administration within 30 days before the end of a term or semester
that they do not want to take
leave, the VA automatically will
place them on 15 days leave, acDeWitt A. Portal, San Jose cording Ito a recent VA bulletin.
State college boxing coach and
It explained that veterans in
physical education instructor and colleges
and
universities
are
ocandidate for election as Super- placed on subsistence rolls from
visor of Santa- Cittea-vounty from thedate----of enrollirient
the Second District at the June 1 days after the close
of the term
primary, addressed members of
-rtre-sPorrSchtzrPTA- recent-1Y.
This automatic 15-day leave
Portal talked on Juvenile De- policy makes it possible for vetlinquency, stressing a need for erans studying under the accel"Better opportunities In this area erated program to receive unfor our young people."
broken subsistence payments bePortal, who served as a ’Naval tween terms or semesters.
physical training officer during
the recent war, emphasized his
desire that more recreational fa- SPARTAN NETSTER LOSES
cilities be made available In Santa
Gene Franco of San Jose State
Clara county for people of all
college was eliminated from the
ages, beginning with youngsters
Northern California Intercolleand carrying right on through to
giate Tennis championship at
people of all age groups.
Berkeley last week. He reached
the third ’round where he ran into the medalist, Harry Likes .of
Read the Daily Classifieds!
USF. and took a straight-set
beating.

VETS VACATION
IS AUTOMATIC

Portal Addresses
Pala School Meet

"

ents are members of the professional class, was asked by the
univerity. Lum reports that arrangements have been made to
send the necessary money to the
Japanese university.
University of Hawaii students
have contacted the Shantung National university of Tsingtao,
China. They report that if the
total contributitns are sufficient,
distribution of food and money
may be directed to the Phillippines.

Custodian Frowns
On Carelessness
By JOYCE CALL
E. L. Amman, well-known personality to students who patronize
the "Coop", has been custodian
at San Jose State for over three
years. "I like youngsters," says
Amman when asked why he took
the job.
Clothes, books, glasses, and
fountain pens are at the top of
Amman’s lost and found list. He
often finds pennies. scal one occasion he found $6 in the "Coop."
"There is more traffic in the
Coop than any other place on
campus," says Amman. He thinks
the disposition of the students is
changing, and that students are
more destructive than they used to
be. He is sorry to find that. so
many students have an "I don’t
care" attitude concerning the
throwing of papers around and
cigaret burns in the rugs in the
Student Union.
"The rugs cost $400 apiece, and
It is terrible to think that students
would be so careless," remarked
the custodian.
Amman has lived in San Jose
nearly all his life. He attended
both San Francisco and local
schools. He has a family of three
boys and one girL The bAys were
in the army together during the
war. One of his former State student-sens-was-ou-the-baxinuteam,

The wave of interest created by Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie’s recent
in the SPARTAN DAILY criticizing the national college
purity code for athletes has returned to the campus in the form of the
following ripple by Ray Hayward, writing in the Oakland Tribune.
Mr. Hayward, who apparently misunderstood Dr. MacQuarrie
to say that San Jose State col-

statement

lege is now supplying its athletes will see Memorial Stadium, imwith board’ and room, declares:
pressive even in emptiness, and
Faculty Glade, beautiful in its
pristine state.
presiDr. T. W. MacQuarrie,
dent of San Jose State college, BOUNCING CO-EDS
an island of mild sophistication
Now bounce’’ a few co-eds
surrounded by prune orchards; is through the Glade in the various
slightly miffed about the so-called stages of the new look, with sorornational collegiate purity code.
ity pins worn at the proper places
The good doctor indicates that and the scene becomes even more
the larger universities should face attractive . . . never breathed the
and state a fact, to-wit: rapid left boy with head so dead that he
halfbacks and their supporting couldn’t visualize himself playing
casts are workmenand the la- a leading role on both stages.
perhaPS,
That evening,
the
borer is worthy of his hire.
brothers might arrange a party’
At SJSC, he points out, foot- with dates, dancing and a view of
ball players receive board, room the myriad lights sparkling below
and tuition, which, coupled with a Grizzly Peak parking place.
vacation employment, is sufficient
Board and room in a San Jose
to care for body and soul plus an co-operative? Well, possibly, but
girl
the
for
occasional loge seat
not probably, not with such a
friend.
combination to compete against,
This system was more or less plus the fact there is always a
founded by Dud DeGroot, former chance something of a financial
coach at SJSC, Rochester, Wash- nature may appear.
Not that State U. has a monopington Red Skins and the Los Anoly on -atmosphere.
It hasn’t.
geles Dons.
But despite the charming frank- Stanford has an equal share. USC
ness with which DeGroot and his has its allotmentwith starlets.
employer went about character Ditto UCLA. In fact, all the Pabuildingthe art of building a cific Coast Conference schools
winning team with 11 characters offer varying degrees of attrac-some are just colder
tiveness
the system failed.
This was principally because, than others.
while the college offered excellent
academic facilities, it lacked at- ACADEMIC CHANCES
All that SJSC, and similar
mosphere.
schools counter with, is a better
ATMOSPHEREacademic opportunity made posAh, yes. Atmosphere. Here we sible by equally erudite faculty
have the factor which makes pur- more interested in teaching than
ity codeswhich ease consciences in solving obscure scholastic proband lower the overhead -the log- lems which would interest only
ical way for a larger school to do another Ph.D.
Dr. MacQuarrie speaks from
business.
For instance, take four likely experience when he says:
"No one ever hears of a small
lads from say, Willows, Willits,
or Yreka High schools. (Of course, college suggesting a code. They
this is a figure of speech for tak- are proposed by the large coling would be proselyting, which is leges so that they can enjoy all
the advantages their size gives
a horrible thing, indeed.)
So better yet, suppose that their them."
coach decides that he would like
It would be much fairer, he into see some State U. athletic dicates, if the big schools, instead
event. It is only natural that he of talking "purity" told the world
would bring the lads along for their attitude and practice in the
company, and it is equally nat- matter of providing help for athural that once on the ’campus, letes.
they would be taken in charge by
The announcements would be
other hometown boys who are read with interest by such schools
spending their parent’s money for as St. Mary’s, University of San
fraternity house bills.
Francisco, Santa Clara and FresThe visitors, naturally would be no Statealthough there is somelodged overnight by the brothers. thing to be said from Fresno and
It even could happen that way atmosphere, "especially at the
with non-athletes, for that is the Huntington Lake Summer School
way pledges are made and mort- which any virile youth would find
gage payments metit’s a nice attractive for several reasons.
he, too.
-Dr. MacQuarrie, perhaps, has
During the week end, the boys just reason for complaint.

does
him

WAY NI
Claire

TREVOR
Walt,

IDSE

"Tell me, Hugh,
she go for Dentyne Chewing Gum?"
"Sure she goes for Dentyne Chewing Gum,
that’s basic that
swell, longGeorge
lasting Dentyne flavor sends her as much as
it does you or me. She likes the way Dentyne
helps keep teeth white, too."
Minty’s. GumMade Only by Adams
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AT LOWEST PRICES
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BENEFIT BY TRADING WITH US

ARTICLE V, Section 2(g), of our by-laws provides for the distribution of
proceeds, after proper reserves, "to student activities in any manner deemed most equitable."
Your store is governed by students appointed by the Student Council and
faculty members appointed by the president of the college.

A Store Run for the Students

THIS QUARTER CHOOSE THE SPARTAN SHOP
FOR YOUR SUPPLIES AND BOOKS
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SPARTAN BOXERS LEAVE FOR NATIONALS
SAN JOSE HORSEHIDERS
DROP SERIES TO GAUCHOS

Freshman Baseball
Team Drops Close
One To San Mateo

PORTAL SENDS TEAM
AGAINST U.S. BEST

San Jose State’s baseball team managed to win one game in a
three game series with the Santa Barbara Gauchos last week. Bob
Santos was the outstanding pitcher for the Spartans as he led the
locals to a 12-8 victory in the third contest of the series.
Santa Barbara was victorious in the first two games, winning the

Sparta’s freshmen horsehiders
lost to the San Mateo High Bear cats, 5-4, on the victors’ diamond
last week. John Kouns starred for
the locals as he banged out a
home run.
Pete Mesa and Cliff Craig hurled for the Spartan yearlings. Sal
Campagana and Johnny Eckert
were able to make a pair of twobase hits for the gold and white
against the Bearcats.

By DAY LEE SPARTAN
of wood -chopping on Coach Dee Portal’s
week
Toughened by a
Mount Hamilton ranch, the San Jose State boxing team members
are ready to leave Tuesday for Madison. Wisconsin. They are after
the National Collegiate championship.
Although San. Jose has won the Pacific Coast championship for

opener, 5-1 and the second, 7-6.
The Gauchos picked up four runs
the past two years, this is the first
on as many hits in one inning of
serious attempt Portal’s boys have I once -p re t en tious schedule of
the first CCAA battle.
mace to capture the national title. matches has dwindled away until
The locals are given -a fair chance opponents
become very
have
The Blue and Gold horsehiders
to take the honors although offi- scarce. Dual tournaments against
had trouble in their .second vicciating difficulties marred last Louisiana State and UCLA, schedtory. Coach Walt Williams’ boys
year’s tourney.
uled for the past few days, were
held the Gauchos to nine hits.
Spartan matmen scored 42
the latest to be called off.
Stein led the locals in this contest
reachof
whom
Six Spartans, all
points to win the Northern Caliwith two runs to his credit.
Shining lights in the season thus
ed the finals in the Pacific Coast
fornia -Nevada senior AAU wrestlfar have been Kenny Cayocca, who
In the final nightcap contest, ing championship March 22 in the
Bobby Harris bowed to Bill Og- tournament at Sacramento recentmid - has attracted a wide following
the Spartans began hitting and college gymnasium.
den, of Cal., in the Pasatiempo ly, have been picked for the
among San Jose fight fans as well
are:
They
western
trip.
were able to pile up twelve runs
the
Two Spartans grabbed individ- meet semi-finals 68-69. In
as in the Spartan student body;
and held the Santa Barbarans to
Kenny Cayocca, 137 lb. Coast Pete Franusich,
ual titles, Howie McJilton winning quarter-finals Harris defeated Don
who has been the
five hits and eight runs. Metz and
lb.
Lane,
of
145
Cal.,
6-5.
Anderson,
Bob
champion;
the 136 -pound class, Sam Lawmost improved boxer on the team
Marcipan came into home plate in
FraPete
1947;
in
champion
San Jose State college’s varsity Coast
son in the 147-pound class.
and has come ahead rapidly all
three and two times respectively
The San Francisco Olympic I golf squad won the team cham- nusich, 175 lb. champion; Wayne year; Don Schaeffer, the willing
to lead the Gold and White in the
pionship in the Northern Califor- Fontes, 165 lb. title-holder last heavyweight who made a good
scoring column. Concklin made Club, with 31 points, took second
nia Intercollegiate Tournament on year; Charlie Townsend, light- showing all season, even in losing
competition;
two-day
in
the
place
and
three hits in the same game
the Pasatiempo course, Santa weight champion in 1942; and Don a tough final match in the Pacific
California
followed
University
ofreached home twice.
with 22 points, San Francisco Cruz, Wednesday. Then, in the in- Schaeffer, heavyweight.
Coast tourney when he had to spot
Coach Williams had an oppor- State Collegt gathered eight.
dividual competition which followThe National tournament is the challenger too much weight.
action
in
team
his
see
to
tunity
ed, the divoteers fell apartall scheduled for April 1, 2 and 3. In Anderson, too, has had a good
Other winners were: 114 pounds,
against on.e of the strongest teams
except Bobby Harris.
past years the team title has been ’year, losing at Sacramento by
(California);
Leland
Christensen
in the league. Con Maloney, Bob
On Wednesday, the team turned determined by the number of indi- what seemed a poor decision. FonFranJoe
Kimura
(San
lbs.,
125
Santos, and Bob Pifferini proved
North- in a score of 300 to nose out Stan- vidual championships won. It is tes and Townsend are always dethemselves very capable hurlers in cisco State); 160 lbs., Doc
Club);
174
lbs.,
Jay ford with 302, California 312, St. hoped, however, that scoring this pendable.
(Olympic
rup
this series.
Holt (0.C.); 191 lbs., Hugh Mum- Mary’s 333, Salinas J.C. 135, Arm- time may be similar to that of the
San Jose State’s California Col- by (California); and heavyweight, strong’s Business College 354, Sac- Pacific Coast tournament in’ which
jamento City College 356; and Ne- five points are given for chamlegiate Athletic Association series Virgil Newhauer (0.C.).
vada University 386.
with Cal Poly at San Luis Obispo
pionship winners, three points for
has been postponed until May
Warren MacCEtrty copped the winners in the semi-finals and one
14 Years in San Jose
14-15.
[ medal round with a par 72. He point for each match won in the
nosed out Morgan Fottrell, fellow preliminary rounds. Under such
There must be a reason!
The Spartans were to have play[ Spartan and defending champion, an arrangement, the Spartans,
ed a single game Friday and a
lby one stroke. Other Spartan me- with a well-balanced team, would
doubleheader Saturday.
LEARN or
The Spartan varsity golf team dal scores: Bobby Harris 77, Jay have a good chance. At SacramenMODERNIZE
took the measure of the Univers- Hopkins Jr., 75, Eli Bariteau Jr., to, San Jose cinched a tie for theity of California in a dual match 78, Howard Verutti 78, Ross Smith title before the final round began.
on the San Jose Country Club 79, and Jim Wilson 79.
After winning the Sacramento
course on March 19. The victory ’ After so brilliant a day in the tournament in which the entire
F1,4
FOXTROT-RUMBA
was by the.comfortable margin of medal round, which qualified all final card was well -sprinkled with
fc-!
Reasonable Rates
the team members for the cham- Spartans, the San Jose team was
181/2 to 81/2.
Warren MacCarty turned in the pionship flight of match play honored by the State Assembly,
Jitterbug
Hours:
best card of the day, touring the which followed, Thursday saw dis- which passed a resolution congratSAMBA
hillside Country Club layout in 72, aster strike. The Jnost telling in- ulating them on their victory. The 10 411 10
two over par, although he had roads were made by individual resolution was introduced by Astough competition from Sandy stars from junior colleges which semblyman John F. Thompson of
By PAUL VON HAFFTEN
Munro of the Bears. He also team- did not enter teams.
this county.
some,
ed with Bobby Harris to turn in a [ Harris was the only player to
All year, Portal’s boxers have
aims,
vole
survive the double round of "sudAlthough they lost in the NAIB doubles win.
been handicapped by lack of suitden
death"
play
on
Thursday.
To
(Look for the Red-Striped Door)
Harris picked up three points
at Kansas City, Coach Walt Mcable opposition and have been unPherson’s basketball players did in his match with Don Schwab, do so he defeated Andy Blossom able to obtain sufficient action unlel So. First
Col. 4102-J
of COP and Ross Smith, his Sparturning
in
a
card
of
78.
themselves proud during the seader actual ring conditions. The
tan
teammate.
Scores:
son.
Fottrell, who was a doubtful
Bobby Harris (78) 3 points, Don
Highlights of the season were Schwab (C) 0.
starter in the tournament because
A PENNY SAVED
A PENNY EARNED
that the Spartans downed a hard Warren MacCarty (72) 2 points, of an ailing shoulder, lost to Budfighting Pepperdine college quin- Sandy Munro (C) 1.
dy Troyer, Santa Crux star playtef for the right to enter the KanRoss Smith (74) 21/4 points, Bob ing his home course under the colsas City tournament and then they Hanna (C) 1/2.
ors of Stockton J.C., in a second
knocked
down
the defending
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Howard Verutti (77) 2 points, round match. Warren MacCarty
champions from Marshall college. Frank Minch (C) 1.
was eliminated by Joe Kazarian of
Close to College
Close to town
Ruskin Shepherd
(77)
11/2 Modesto J.C.
In the last CCAA game, Stu
Bariteau and Hopkins were deInman broke the all-time college points, Bob McPherson (C) 1‰.
SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
Dick Voris (77) 11/4 points, Don feated in the second round.
scoring record against San Diego
276 E. William
1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
and the Spartans maintained their Lane (C) 11/2.
Doubles:
25-29 S. Third Street
undefeated league status for this
Main Plant
Ballard 60
Harris-MacCarty won 2 points.
season.
332 E. Santa Clara St.
Willow
Smith-Verutti won 3 points.
It was team-work and cooper24th and Santa Clara St.
1335 Lincoln
Shepherd-Voris won 1 point.
ation on the part of all the players, including the reserves, whi,211
Spartan swimmers set about
brought the squad to its most sucsinking all opponents during the
S. J. SKI STAR PLACES
cessful season in the history of
recent vacation. On a swing that
Herb Blatt, San Jose ski star,
the college.
placed third in the Silver Dollar took them into Arizona territory,
FREE MEAL TICKET! ! !
the mermen met and defeated Cal
The work of Chuck Hughes, In- Derby open
class meet at Reno Poly
59-16.
man, Ralph Romero, Bob Wuest- last week. He
HOW 7 7 7
won the California
While giving the University of
hoff, Bob Hagen, Hal Marks, Bob Ski association
Come
in
and
ask Ernie or Jim at ...
individual cham- Arizona
boys a good dunking at
Enzensperger, John Kane, Junior pionship.
Tucson, Dave Hoffman and Ed
Morgan, Art Allen, Pete Denevi,
ERNIE & JIM LOOPER at the
In the open event, first place
Rudloff set new pool records.
Ron Staley, Jim Cruse, George
went to Hal Codding, Reno; and
Team
scoring
31.
was 44 to
Keene and Swift Wunker was out second
to
Victor
Cousineau,
The locals wound up their tour
stapdIug
Strawberry, Calif, Both
sinking Arizona State coil
fessional ski instructors.
42 WEST SAN FERNANDO STREET
BOXING
at Phoenix, to the tune of 56 to 10.

Wrestlers Grab
AAU Mat Title
Over S.F. Club

Divoteers Capture
College Golf Title

Gordon Keith Studio

San Jose Golfers
Trim Golden Bears

i

11 ! YourDancing

FIELD
AND
GYM

Golden West Dry Cleaners

1

Mermen Scuttle
Hosts on Tour

nt

ATTENTION -- SPARTANS

’

4.

CRYSTAL CAFE

Meanwhile the Spartan boxing
concluded its successful
home season against the St.
Mary’s Gaels. Then they went on
ter win the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate team championship at Sacramento. Both Ken Cayocca and
Pete Franusich won individual
championships. The team is now
looking forward to the NCAA
tourney in Madison, Wisconsin.
this weekend.

- team

ANIS-STON
The San Jose Red Sox, farm
team of the Boston Americap
League club, will have two former San Jose State college players among those battling for positions when Manager Mary Owen
conducts spring training in the
Municipal Stadium this week.
They are Whitey Wetterstrom,
second baseman; and Babe HerCharley Townsend, Cayocca, the rero, first baseman.
Diez brothers, Dave Gray, Wayne
Fontes, Bob Anderson and Franusich have carried the brunt of
Starting salaries for college grathe Spartan leather attack against duates have doubled since 1939,
the most formidable of opponents. life insurance survey shows.

Dave Moore was a double winner
for the-Spaf tans.

SAVE IN CASH!
3c A GAL. ON REGULAR
31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL

It’s true, Guys and Gals. Buy
your gasoline at the MAYON
STATION. 4th and William.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

SAAVON
Service Station
N.E. Cor. 4th II William

FREE

TWO PASSES

--4or the STATE THEATER, will be given away to some
lucky Staff, College Student EACH DAY. All you have
to do is find your name appearing in some advertisement in the SPARTAN DAILY. Some studnt’s name
will appear each day, and all th. student must do is to
corn to the SPARTAN DAILY office and identify himself
to Fred Albright, or advertising staff members to
receive his FREE PASSES. . .

a
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WORLD STUDENT SERVICE FUND DRIVE TO RUN. APRIL 5 TO 10
CHINESE STUDENTS AIDED

CANVASSERS MEETILOCAL WSSF COMMITTEE
STUDENTS SOON WILL HANDLE CARE PACKAGES
Beginning April 5 and running
CARE packages may be sent to students abroad through the
through April 10, the campus
World
Student Service Fund, G. Hall Landry, chairman of the local
World Student Service Fund drive
will be carried on by the Spartan WSSF committee, announced here yesterday. CARE and the WSSF
WSSF committee, announces Bill cooperate in the distribution of food packages to individual students
Dunlavy, treasurer. More than 150
abroad, and can guarantee that each donation sent to the WSSF
volunteers will collect contribuand
earmarked for CARE will
tions during the week.
benefit a needy student, Landry
PURPOSE
said.
The WSSF has more extensive
Purpose of the drive is to raise
money to supply text books and files on student needs abroad than
educational facilities for students CARE, according to Florence Winthroughout tbe world. "In most ning, and can distribute CARE
Harry Engwicht, assistant prostudent
.countries
opportunities packages directly through its own fessor of radio, met with students
literally have been eliminated by organization when CARE funds of the Cal Poly electronics and
the war," says Dunlavy. As in are sent through the WSSF office. radio engineering department in
the picture below, European stu- A donation sent to CARE, without San
Luis, Obispo Wednesday.
dents study during lunch hours being routed through the WSSF, Topic of Mr. Engwicht’s speech
and at odd moments, endeavoring or without a specified receiver, was, "Class C Amplifiers."
does not necessarily go to a stuto obtain an education.
Mr. Engwicht reports that the
dent, Miss Winning added.
Cal Poly department has been
Funds earmarked for CARE and
made a student branch of the Inrouted through the WSSF are not
stitute of Radio Engineers. He
considered part of WSSF general
also reported that the Mustangs’
funds, and no administrative or
overcrowding conditions aren’t as
overhead charge is made for this
stringent as at many other colservice. Donations made in this
leges.
manner are, however, credited to
Kenneth J. Watson, former
the WSSF total contribution from
Spartan
and Engwicht student, is
gift,
she
college
making
the
the
now an instructor in the Engicontinued.
The Campus WSSF Committee neering department at Cal Poly.
urges this arrangement only in
cases where student particularly
want to send food packages to individuals abroad, Landry went on,
pointing out that funds sent directly to the WSSF benefit the
greatest number of students
"The WSSF," says Duniavy, broad by permitting hulk buying
provides direct relief, rehabilita- of food for student canteens and
tion and reconstruction for stu- mensas.
In cases where students or
dents and professors in war-torn
countries around the world. It is groups on the campus do want to
the American student’s part in the help one individual student abroad,
world-wide enterprise of student - however, and do not have a parWe Kindly Invite State
ticular designee of their own,
to-student help.
College Students to the
CARE donation sent through the
AID WHERE NEEDED
WSSF is the most direct and efHome of the Continental
"It provides aid where it is ficient method of routing the gift,
Table. Open All Day .. .
needed most on an international, Landry stated.
inter-racial, non-sectarian, nonLUNCHEON 50c up
political basis," he concludes.
AFTERNOON SNACKS
The local campus committee
DINNERS 11.00 up
has been working on drive preA P1-11 0: Meet in room 24 at
parations for the past _quarter. 730
tomorrow. Important.
"Most of the volunteer canvassers,
A PHI 0: Work in the Student
who will contact students, have
been furnished by social sorori- Book Exchange room 8. Importties," says Florence Winning, pub- ant.
licity director.
AWS PARTY: April 1 in Stud-

Engwicht Speaks
At Cal Poly

"World Student Service Fund aid to Chirrese students has
helped them to continue their education during the past year, according to a letter received here by G. Hall Landry, WSSF committee chairman.
"WSSF aid has reached thousands of Chinese students in more
than 120 colleges and universities, the letter from K. M. Hsu, chairman of the National Student Relief committee of China, adds.
Excerpts from the letter follow:
"The National Student Relief committee wishes to extend hearty
thanks for your fine support of
our activities during this past year.
"Your contributions have enabled us to carry on a comprehensive piece of Work among deserving students in around 120 colleges and universities. These tokens of good -will have indicated
your ever growing interest in furthering international friendship
and understanding.

At

"The gifts that you have granted
will make possible a continued
pursuance of higher education,
which will better equip them to
serve their country and the world.

the home of

Spartan Bowlers
Fred "Duffy" Pelee. Mgr.

Men & Women’s P.E.
Classes held here.
WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOE-5

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Op.,’ from 10 A.M.

BOWL
JOSE
Santa Clara Bal. 8423
W

"A brief resume of the work
carried on during the past year
will be interesting to note:
"1. Work Relief in the form of:
"a. Educational projects,
mass education, library work,
agricultural and biological surveys, botany, and zoological departmental work.
Medical work, hospitals,
clinics, medical social service.
"2. Nutritional aid in the form
of bean milk, peanut butter, and
other supplementary foods.
"3. International scholarships:
"These were granted to
promising students possessing
marked scholarship, leadership,
and character traits.
"Again we wish to thank you
for your material support as well
as your moral backing.

Here it is, students . .. your

LAUNDERETTE
No trouble ... wholly autoMatic .._.saap_EREE

"DO YOUR WASH
in 30 minutes. 30c a wash . . . free parking.
All machines are automatic & brand new.

463 So. 2nd St.
Col. 97464

Daily 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Sunday 10 to 3 p.m.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAFE
ViALET

ent Union 7 to 9 p.m. All new
SPONSORS
students invited. Informal.
A list of campus sponsoring organizations released by Miss Winning includes: the Associated Student Body, Alpha Phi Omega, Associated Women Students, AlleMan Society, Alpha Delta Sigma,
Alpha Chi Epsilon, Alpha Chi
Omega, and Black Masque.
COMPLETE

Joe Dorsa’s . . . SMOKE SHOP

Calvary Methodist church, Canterbury club, Collegiate Christian
Fellowship, Coop Boarding club,
Chi Omega, Delta Zeta, Delta
Beta Sigma, Fryers, First Congregational church, Gamma Pi Epsilon, Gamma Phi Beta, Inter-Society council, International Relations club, Kappa Phi, Kappa
Delta Pi, and Mu Delta Pi.
Mu Phi Epsilon, Pawaws, Pan
American League, Pi Omega Pi,
Silver Saber Society, Student Y,
Spartan Spears, Spartan Knights,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Kappa, Iota Delta Phi, and the Women’s Athletic association.

ASB Prexy,LaTorre
Editort-ngiged
WE

FEATURE STUDENT PRICES

ORCHID CORSAGES from $1.25 up
BOB LINDEMANN

FRATANGELO’S
DRIVE
IN
SERVICE

house of flowers
234 So. 2nd Sf.

Col. 1730-W

37W. San Carlos

Student Body resident Emerson
"Doc" Arends
tor Betty Patnoeforrnally -announced their engagement at a
pledge dance for Alpha Omicron
Pi, national sorority, held at the
Claremont hotel in Berkeley, it
was revealed yesterday.
The couple plan to be married
sometime in August and will make
their home in San Jose. Both are
prominent Spartans. Miss Patnoe,
senior Commerce- major, is a
member of Alpha Omicron Pi,
and has held the office of Student
Court clerk. She has also been
I member of both the Rally and
Social Affairs committees.

SUPPLY
of domestic and imported
tobaccos, pipes, and cigars.
Also a complete line of smol,
ers accessories

... and
LUNCHEONETTE
. serving student lunches, also shacks, fountain refreshrs,
and the best coffs in town.
ESTABLISHED 1924

62 W. Santa Clara

DAILY LUNCHEON
50 coos
TERRIFIC !

DONUTS and COFFEE

150
Donuts To Go!
Made Tend’r Fresh
Three Times Daily

SPARTAN DONUT SHOP
125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

ALPHA OMICRON PI COMPTROLLER OUTLINES REPAIRS
HONORS PLEDGES FOR WASHINGTON SQUARE IN ’48
A pledge dance honoring neophytes of the Delta Sigma chapter
of Alpha Ondcron PI, national sorority, was held at the Claremont
hotel In Berkeley, March 19, It
was announced recently.
Members of the Sigma chapter’
of the sorority from University of
honored
the
were
California,
guests of the evening. The girls
and their escorts danced in the
Florentine Room to the music of
Ray Hackett and his orchestra.
Pledges included: Jane Brady,
Mary Ann Luslch, Cornelia Quigley, Mary Jo Graeffe, Laura (’ard,
Barbara Whitten, Barbara Hutchins, Elizabeth Abraria, Jeanne
Durrell, and Pat Anthony.
"After the struggle through final week, and the excitement of the
pledge dance, we all trooped to
Santa Cruz to recuperate," said
Miss Brady. "We all came back
soaked by the rain, and burned by
the sun, but we had a swell time."

Details of $66,000 in repair and
maintenance work to be tackled
during 1948 on Washington Square
were disclosed yesterday by College Comptroller Ed war d S.
Thompson.
Funds for the much -needed construction have been approved by
the State Legislature and actual
construction work will be carried
on by State Division of Architecture crews.
Refurbishing the electrical system in the Science department is
expected to cost approximately
$44,000.
Repairs and improvements in
the present outmoded and overloaded distribution system is epected to cost about $20,000, while
$11,000 in new transformers are
also to be installed.

figured in the same job as the
Science department electrical
work.
Some $22,000 has been earmarked for reduction of _fire hazards.
Items include:
1. Installation of extra exits in
rooms, 116, 117, 124, and 139.
2. Installation of an exit door
from the stage of the Little Theater,
3. Construction of a stairway
from ,the second floor level of the
women’s gymnasium.

MORE ON

NEWMAN CLUB
OPEN HOUSE

U.S.-GERMANS
SWAP PROFS

Catholic students will get their
chance to see., Newman club in action when it4ls an "open house"
April 1.
from 2 to 5
According to social chairmen
Norma Johnston and Chuck Lynch,
those attending the "open house"
will find plenty to occupy their
time. In addition to, refreshments
and dancing, guests may bowl or
play billiards and ping-pong.
Joe Ashworth, Newman club
president, announces that the
group will hold an open social
meeting for all old and new members, starting at 7:30 p.m. April 1.

FRANKFURT (UP) - An exchange of United States and German university professors
has
been arranged between the University of Chicago and Frankfurt
University for a revival of scientific cooperative work between the
two countries, according to the
Munich Neue Zeitung.
A group of eight American professors will hold lectures at the
Frankfurst University on various
subjects, including American history and culture, English language
and literature, American law, and
philosophy.

VET SUBSISTENCE
(Continued from Page 1)
Roose as soon as possible. This
evidence can be a photostatic copy
of a birth certificate, marriage license, or baptismal record.
Miss Roose asks that all records
have printed plainly on the back,
the name of the veteran submitting It, his C number, and San
Jose State college. "It is Imperative that we get these records at
the earliest possible date," says
Miss Roose,
Subsistence rates for part-time
GI students, as released by Miss
Roose, will be: 9 to 111/2 units-$48.75 single, $67.50 with dependents; 6 to 8’,/2 units--$32.50 single,
$45 with dependents; 3 to 51/2
units$16.25 single, and $22.50
with dependents.
Instructions to veterans registering this quarter Include the admonition that all GI’s, except those
who completed Winter quarter
here, must turn in an Enrollment
form. Copies of the Instructions
will be handed each veteran going
through registration lines.

STANDARDIZATION
4. Standardization of wall fire hose fittings.
5. Extensioh of existing campus
water mains and installation of
additional fire hydrants.
7. Installation of fire hydrants
at Spartan Stadium.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING
8. Provision for an exit from
Outdoor campus lighting will the northern section of the Scicost approximately $13,200, and is ence building basement.
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SOCIAL SCENE’S
Sigma Delta Pi ...
Members of the Spanish honorary society recently held a meeting at the home of Yvonne Harding. A program was given for old
members and guests by the neophytes. Highlights of the program
were songs by Rocky "Piedros"
Stone, and a solo written and sung
by Sally Chorich.

SELMA HEARS
SWEENEY TALK
Dr. William G. Sweeney, head
of the Education department,
spoke on "Teaching as a Profession" at a "Career Day" for Fresno county high school students
held at Selma Union High school
recently. About seventy-five students
interested
in
becoming
teachers heard Dr. Sweeney outline the requirements for various
types of teaching credentials.

Delta Gamma.
New president is Mrs. Barbara ,
Sheets; vice-president, Nancy Talbot; recording secretary, Olive
Batchelor; corresponding secretary, Leila McMahon; treasurer,
Margaret O’Shea; historian, Georgene Knowlton. Following formal
installation, Delta Gammas held a
joint meeting with Alpha Pi Omega at the Saratoga Country club

Read the Daily Classifieds!

TypewritersForRent
- ALL makosall models Special discount to Students
POPKIN OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO.
468 W. Santa Clara St.
Col. 260
- Easy Parking -

STUDENT SPECIALS
Time Magazine SPECIAL

25TH ANNIVERSARY

rate for new subscribers
40 Weeks$3.42
1 year$6.50

World Almanac
new 1948 edition
$1.10

Jumbo Heavy Envelopes
Ideal for large art work or drafting
plates. Keeps them flat and clean
14" x 20" - 40c
20" x 26" - 60c

Zipper Binders

Archie’s

Filler Paper
Indexes

FOR STEAKS

CURTIS LINDSAY

545 S. Second Street

Incorporated
77

BOOKS
So.,Eirst St.

STATIONERY

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ballard 2655

ads8_,9nds4g wit% tAls ReCi2e0i
It’s "AIRIZAY" (Arise)RCA Victor’s new platter
by Ray McKinley and his band

RAY McKINLEY’S styling of the
New Orleans ditty, "Airizay," is attracting
lots of fans. If you ask Ray about it, he says:
"I’ve found from long experience what style of
music we do bestjust as I’ve learned from
experience that Camels suit my ‘T-Zone’ to a "F.’"
Try Camels! Learn for yourself why, with
smokers who_have tried and compared,

Camels are the "choice of experience."
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NEW TIME KILLS
SALUTE TO COLLEGE

SPARTAN GRAD
IN JAP LIBRARY

COUNCIL TAKES OVER FROSH

Niarie Delman, graduate of Sin
Jose State college and former assistant librarian, has the distinction of being the first Special Services Librarbui to arrive from the
states in 1948 for duty in Japan.

Cancellation of the proposed rti
dio tribete to San Jose state college, by Peter Potter over the
!Iowa! Don -Lee Broadcasting system, was antrum:iced In a telegram
to Director of Public Relations
Lowell C. Pratt recently.

According to an Eighth Army
press release, Miss Delmas reported lot her assignment in Japan
with the lithe Airbourne division
In February.

"We regret to inform you that
due to the new time change in our

She also attended the University
of California and was Librarian
at Horace Mann Junior High
school in San Francisco.

Dolores Dolph On
’Seventeen’ Staff

PETER

PorrEu

broadcasting schedule, our program has been temporarily cancelled. Therefore it will be impossible to carry through the salute
to your school as was planned.
Thank you for your kind cooperation," stated the telegram.

New executive members of the Freshman class council isten to President Art Butler as he outlines a program of activities for opening of Sring quarter.
Pictured above, left to tight, are: Nancy Etherton, Frosh vice-president; Sally Moody, secretary;
Connie Young, treasurer; and Butler. Standing, listening to Butler, are: Bob Madsen and Roy DeSoto,
Student Council representatives; and John Meleadez, yell leader.
First thing decided by the group was that the next Council meeting will be held in room 24 at
Photo by Erie Madison
4:30, Thursday afternoon.

lembers of the Photography
!,eartment faculty may be intere.;ted to know that women pho,,,grapliers do make good,
.1 student recently received a
letter from former Spartan Dolores Dolph, 1948 graduate. Miss
Dolph, nos% living in New York
city, wrote that she Is assistant
to Francesco Seavlello of "Seventeen" magazine, and teaches retouching at the School of Modern
Photography three nights a week.
While at State, Miss Dolph was
active on the photo staff of La,
Torre and the Spartan Daily.
MEALS FOR STUDENTS, two
blocks from college. Very reasonable. Call Ballard 2417-M or 280
S. 9th street.

San Jose representatives of
Chesterfield cigarettes, Potter’s
sponsors, stated in an interview,
that the program wouldn’t be resumed again this year. "We are
very disappointed, for we had the
salute all planned," said Charles
Marina. The salute was to have
been broadcast Wednesday.

GRAD CLASSES ,
GIVE ODD GIFTS
By CONRAD ERICKSON
Gifts of recent graduating classes (in -duffing the Chimes contributed by the class of ’46) are well
known to most students, but many
would like to know who glonated
the painting of The Aurora, the
Health Cottage, and other works
of art and beauty.
The college authorized Miss Cal thee Vivian, of the Art faculty, to
spend $200 for a -COpy of The Aurora, when she traveled to Europe
in 1905. The money (donated by
several classes) was an inadequate
sum to buy a painted copy. Miss
Vivian had difficulty in finding a
copy, and an earthquake destroyed
the assembly hall where the painting was to be placed, but the students still insisted they wanted
The Aurora.
After students made further
cash contributions, Miss Vivian
purchased the beautiful copy of
Guido Reni’s Aurora from Robert
Hale in Rome. After much correspondence it was shipped to the
United States. As there wasn’t
room for it in the new assembly
hall, it wasn’t until 1925 that the
painting was placed in a simple
moulding and hung on the west
wall of the Library.
The classes of 1916 and 1920,
by means of fairs and bazaars,
raised,, money to build a Health
Cottage. Other classes added their
contributions, and in 1925 the Edwin Markham home at 432 8th
- street was purhasecLforL $I.864.
It is now known as the Elizabeth
McFadden Health cottage.
- on, a tuilding which once st11011 Ott
the Acropolis in Greece, was bestowed by the class of 1909. It was
the only wooden replica of the
original in the world. The model
won first prize in an exhibit at the
Alaska-Yukon Exposition in 1909,
but was destroyed by a fire at the
college in 1916.
Flags, framed photographs of
college presidents and teachers,
plaques, paintings, friezes, vases,
and even_ a Graphanola were furnished by various graduating classes. The San Jose graduating class
of 1874 left a living, fragrant
memory, a Grovilla Robusta tree.

message to
11011

from the

I Wel of Staff

April 6 is Army Day. It is a day which will
have a special meaning for college men. More than
half of you are veterans of the last war. Many of
you are members of the Organized Reserve. Many
others belong to the R.O.T.C. or National Guard.
"All of you are snaking a vital contribution
toward World Peace and the security of this
nation.
"The U. S. Army is the finest army in the
world and the only one of its kind among the
major powers. It is 100% volunteer. It is composed entirely of civilian soldiers . . . men hie
yourselves who realize that a strong America is
a peaceful America, and that the responsibility
.
rostsin- tbet-hasida-.4-:
every American citizen.
"The U. S. Army is not a large army, as
armies go. It is shouldering tasks far greater than
any other army of like size has ever attempted.

Our occupation force in Japan is the smallest per
capita of any modern occupation army. Our force
in Europe is the smallest of the three major powers.
"But behind this Army stand you men of the
Organized Reserve and the R.O.T.C. I have
known many of you personally. I have been with
many of you in action. I know the fine type of
men you are and the realism that leads you
to equip yourselves with military training.
"Further, I know the valuable service you
can render the nation in time of emergency. A
great deal of the success of fast mobilization and
the actual winning of the war was due to the
106,000 trained Reserve Mims and-Ale topNatin
nal Glum’
um tmitA whir&
able for quiek.action.
"To you, on Army Day, I believe I speak for
millions of Americans in offering commendation
for the fine job you are doing."

.4,-fra-0,7
Yeti can get full details about the opportunithos open to
you In the Army’s complete military training program at
any U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station.
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CHIEF OF STAFF, U. S. ARMY

Ilrw-
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You want to save 25% by getting used books
You want to be sure of getting a book at all
You want to avoid the rush
You want an early start on your studies

DON’T WAIT TILL YOU’VE BEEN TO CLASS
TO GET YOUR BOOKS
AND SUPPLIES

But Come Over as Soon
as You’ve Registered
WE KNOW AND STOCK
NEW AND USED BOOKS FOR ALL COURSES

Also References, Collateral Readings and Outlines
Art, Engineering and Other Supplies

VETERANS!
WE WELCOME YOUR PATRONAGE
AND PROMISE THE MOST EFFICIENT AND COMPLETE
SERVICE POSSIBLE
This Quarter Have Your Card Stamped:

CAI. FORN
11134 E. San Fernando

dos

Just Across 4th from Student Union
"Your Friendly Student Store"

